VCCC – Kamloops Chapter Newsletter Box 239 Kamloops, BC V2C 5K6
Email kamshafteditor@gmail.com
Editor: Dave Dickinson
National Website: www.vccc.com
---------- Next Issue Deadline for Classifieds & News- February 15th ------------------ March Issue Deadline for Classifieds & News- March 15th ----------

Calendar of Events *Kamloops Chapter Events
*Jan & Feb Thursday nights are Ambulance Work Shops at Andy’s Shop 7-9
*Jan 23rd General Meeting
*Feb 27th General Meeting
*Mar 31st 43rd Annual Easter Parade
*May 10-13th May Tour Kamloops “Meet the Dean in 2013” {if you can help call Jan Surline 250 573 3373 }
*Jun 1st 29th Annual Swap Meet {Logan Lake Arena} John Foley 250 573 4256
*Jun 7-9th 7th Annual Back Road Tour [To Oliver] {John Rostron 250 378 9563} {limited to 20 cars }

The Steering Column: - President Bob Gieselman
Hi Gang.
Happy New Year another good year is starting to emerge. I do hope this message finds all happy and
healthy. There are some new faces of fairly new members to the club stepping forward letting their names stand
for director and getting voted in welcome and congratulations to Bruce Bawtree and Jim Carroll they will be a
valuable asset to the club.
I would also like to welcome to the executive two people who have been long time members of the club
Ernie and Marg McNaughton, Ernie taking on membership and Marg as Governor I know they will do a bang
up job.
I appreciate the rest of the executive for staying on knowing and looking towards a very busy year. Talking
about the new busy year, mark your calendars, we have the Easter Parade in March, we are hosting May tour in
May, Annual swap meet in June, Roads Less Travelled also in June, plus all the other annual events. I welcome
you to volunteer for any or all of these functions it will be a hoot!!! Until next time keep the air in your tires.
Thanks President Bob
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Happy New Year. I do hope you get the opportunity to have lots of enjoyable safe driving miles with your
vintage car this year.
As I have mentioned before that the Kamshaft is delivered to other clubs which in turn is distributed to their
members so that means your Classified Ads get quite a lot of attention. If you would like to receive other club
newsletters please let me know and I will add your name to the Newsletter List.
The May Tour and Swap Meet Information is now listed in the Kamloops Chapter section of the
VCCC Web Page [www.vccc.com].
I was questioned about the section listed as “Members Cars” as some pictures shown are of cars that
belonged to members that are no longer members of the Kamloops Chapter. I fixed that by changing the title to
“Members Cars {Past & Present}” along with trying to add the date the picture was taken. It will also work partly
as history in relating to some of the cars and members that our Chapter has enjoyed.
If you would like to change or get a picture of your car on the club’s web page section please get it to me
and I will see what I can do for you.

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Best wishes for the holidays and next year. Irene and I always look forward to the next edition of the
Kamshaft as you do a great job with it... Sorry I have not been able to find more old photos for it...Irene and

Don Lurkins
[Driving a Durant Video] I hope someday to see the same view through the windshield of my 1929 Essex.
Thanks for the ride. Happy New Year to everyone from the East. Mal Dixon

By: Dick Parkes 250 573 5740 rparkes@telus.net
As a club we did not have an entry in the Santa Claus parade this year as no one took on the job of
constructing a float. However our Wrecker did pull the Downtown Business float [no pictures available] and
Herman Kovacs had the pleasure of driving the royalty from Logan Lake so in a way the club was represented.
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Bob Sledding in the 50”s
This is a bob sleigh that a bunch of us used to take up the
Rose Hill Road.
It seated 5. Almost impossible to control, if it looked like we
could not make the coming corner the 4 guys behind the driver
baled out.
I wore out a new set of winter boots, as they were our
brakes. We had a lot of fun on that sleigh. The bottom part of
Rose Hill Road is still visible above Giddens and Rogers
Rental. When they built the bypass they changed where the
original road started.
Those were the days!!!! Only one channel on TV (CFJC) and it was black and white. That's why we were
out bobsleighing. I bought my parents their first TV for Christmas in 1960. I think I paid about $200.00 which
was quite a bit compared to today.
The picture was taken at 10th and Nicola Street. An early 50's Studebaker was in the garage in background.
(Bedard Residence) Seems like only yesterday!!! Cheers, Ken Hoshowski
[Editor’s Note: - Brings back good memories to me as I also use to bob sled on the roads in Creston until the Village bought a
sander for their truck]

My First Car
was a 1936 Ford Deluxe sedan hump back, spare
mounted on back. One of its most redeeming
features was the clock built into the rear view
mirror, you actually had to hand wind it, worked
perfect. As you can tell by the picture it was
basically brown (?) but had lovely mohair interior. I
purchased it from a rinky dink car lot in Calgary
from a sales guy by the name of “Slick or Slade’
(what ever). The car ran great and was all there, the flat head sounded wonderful. The year was 1953, I know I
was too young to have a driver’s license but we lived in rural NE Calgary. Lots of open fields and neat roads
across the prairies. Going forward was easy, going in reverse was scary. Our driveway was quite long, bordered
on one side by a steep drop off to a creek with the house and fence on the other side. After several close calls
ended going over the bank into the creek and mixing it up with the fence a few times. At any rate soon got the
hang of backing up in a straight line. Back in those days we learned to drive at a young age. My uncle lived on a
large farm at Carstairs, Alberta so we drove tractors, combines and the like. Driving the old Ford grain truck
and double clutching and all was the best. So teaching myself to drive the ’36 Ford with its floor shift three
speed was simple.
Its demise was the demon frost. Naturally back then Antifreeze was foreign, so water did the trick. But in
Calgary we had an early frost in September and bingo - frozen block – cracked inside. No frost plugs. Result
water in the oil. I surmise this is where I got my interest in mechanics as I proceeded to drop the oil pan and
attempted to seal up the crack. Do not remember what I used. There was no JB Weld then. At any rate ended up
sell the neat old ’36 Ford to my cousin Art that lived on the farm in Carstairs. His dad, my uncle had a some
goup of some king to put in the coolant which sealed it up. Can’t remember whatever happened to the Ford but
it was my first car and I had fun.Al Paulsen
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(January 21013)
“Meet the Dean in 2013” is only 114 days away. We will be reviewing our schedule
and program at the January 23 meeting. Registration forms will be available for those
of you who have not yet registered. A $50.00 deposit will hold your spot. Tour cost
will be $175.00 per person, $350 per couple.
We will be calling for volunteers to help out with the many committees. Jan Surline is compiling a volunteer
list so think about where you would like to help. For us to be successful we need the support of the whole club.
I am attaching a list of the committee chairpersons. If you need information on any committee before
volunteering please give them a call.
We will be pre ordering the men’s or ladies Golf (sports) shirts for those who want them. Jan Surline [250
573 3373] will be taking orders at the meeting. Cost is $40.00 and must be prepaid.
Registration forms, hotel accommodation and general information are also available at the VCCC website
under Kamloops Chapter. We currently have over 130 registrations.

Committee Chairpersons: Tour Chair(s): Ken Hoshowski/Jan Surline
Secretary: Elaine Jones
Accommodation: Audrey Bouwmeester
Budget: Dave Dickinson
Catering: Steve Bell
Garage Tour Friday: - Dick Parkes/Jake Surline
Friday Ladies Downtown: Jan Surline
Sat. Ladies Garden: - Marlene Beddie/Joy Parkes
Sat. Campus Tour: - Marlene Beddie/Joy Parkes
Sat. Men’s TRU Shop Tour: Dick Parkes/Jake Surline
Goodie Bags: Craig Beddie/Jan Surline

Parking/Security: Jerry Wallin
Registration: Ray Henry
Silent Auction: Craig Beddie
Tour Booklets: - Ken Hoshowski/John & Nike Bone
Tranquille Tour: Dick Parkes/Jake Surline
Logan Lake Tour: Dick Parkes/Jake Surline
Tranquille Walking Tour: Jan Surline
Treasurer: Rich Vandermey
Valve Cover Races: Al Paulsen
Volunteer List: Jan Surline
Decorating: Lila Foley/Vicky Wallin
Entertainment: Marlene Beddie/Joy Parkes

Judging: M/C: -

See you at the General Meeting on the 23rd.
Ken & Jan

Engel Bouwmeester
Bob Gieselman

************************
Hospital Regulations require a wheel chair for patients being discharged.
However, while working as a student nurse, I found one elderly gentleman already dressed and sitting on the
edge of the bed with a suitcase at his feet, who insisted he didn't need my help to leave the hospital. After a chat
about rules being rules, he reluctantly let me wheel him to the elevator. On the way down I asked him if his wife
was meeting him. 'I don't know,' he said. 'She's still upstairs in the bathroom changing out of her hospital gown.
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Something New: - “Members Page”
I would like to add a new feature to this year’s Kamshafts entitled “Members Page” I find from time to time
I run out of items and I really hate just to go to the internet for fill in as anyone can do that.
I plan on having a questionnaire handed out the January meeting with a few basic questions and room for
your stories and pictures. Your story can include any or all of the following: - your first car, how did you get
involved with the club, funny events in your child hood, a certain trip, or what is special about your particular
car. {Example is Al Paulsen’s story of his First Car on page 3}
This Members Page is not only for the males as I am sure some of the ladies also have stories they would
like to tell on themselves or on the husbands.
Don’t worry about the writing as long as you give me some notes I will put together an article. I will make
certain that you see the draft product before it is printed in a Kamshaft.
In regards to any pictures they can be emailed to me or if need be or I can scan the pictures and return them
to you. Pictures can be colour or B/W. If you do not have any pictures maybe can I will help you out.
As Editor of the Kamshaft I am always looking for ideas to keep your club paper interesting reading. If you
have any suggestions or do not like the idea of a “Members Page” please let me know.
I am sorry I will not be at the meeting to answer any questions so should you have any please contact me. 
Dave at (kamshafteditor@gmail.com)

2013 Membership Renewal This is a friendly reminder that membership renewals for
2013 are due on January 1st and anyone not renewed by the end of February will not appear in the Club Roster.
So far, of our 93 members, less than 35 renewals have been received, down from previous years. This is most
likely because I was late getting the applications delivered. Those forms that I could not hand-deliver were
mailed on December 6th, so if you have not yet received yours, please let me know.
It would be much appreciated if you would not leave renewing until the last few days as it creates havoc for
Club Datamaster, who must put all the information together to make up the roster and get it printed and
distributed in a timely manner. There are about 1200 members in the 24 Chapters and some of the Chapters
leave renewals until the last minute. Let’s not be one of them. If you have lost or misplaced your renewal form,
let me know and I will send you a copy.
Please check over your renewal form carefully and make any changes to your list of vehicles. or anything else
that may be wrong, as this is the information that will appear in the roster. Please keep in mind that modified
vehicles should not be shown as they cannot to be listed in the roster.
Last of all, don’t forget to sign and date the form, and of course include your payment of $65.00. [Make payable
to Kamloops VCCC] 250 573-5965 or margorernie@telus.net 
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Ernie

On a Cool Fall Day

In discussion with Tranquille

Farms and our proposed club visit there next may during the May
Tour the subject of the bus came up. Because of its past connection
with Tranquille it was decided that the bus should be moved from the
back field at Barriere [Moving Club Bus to Barriere June 2009 Kamshaft] to
Tranquille.
It was a nice but cool
Saturday in November that
Craig
Beddie,
Dave
Dickinson, Jerry Wallin,
John Bone, John Foley,
John
Duerksen,
Tim
Wourms & truck driver
Blaine Foley with his two
sons took on the task of
moving the bus.
John Foley had arranged for Bentwood Enterprises to donate the
use of the truck and Blaine donated his time as driver.
We arrived on the bus scene at 9:45 am. Took a quick look and
Jerry decided the fence had to come down. John F started up the light
plant to run the compressor while Craig inflated the tires. Jerry, John
B, John D, started removing the fence. Next was to push the truck
frame of Tim’s that was parked behind the bus out of the way.

Tranquille”,

also referred to as
Padova City, was the “King Edward
VII Tuberculosis Sanatorium”. The
area itself was named “Tranquille”
after the Indian Chief “Sanquil”.
Tuberculosis or consumption or the
white plague, was an epidemic at
turn-of-the-century. The land just
outside Kamloops city limits, where
the North and South Thompson meet
and flow into Kamloops Lake, was
purchased in 1905 and the
tuberculosis hospital began taking
patients by 1907. The site is
approximately 191 acres and by the
1950s had at least 40 buildings.
Tranquille was operated as a
tuberculosis sanatorium from its
inception until 1958 when it was
closed. The facility reopened in 1959
as a home for the mentally
challenged, and was shut down
permanently in 1984; a victim of
government budget cuts. Tranquille
has changed hands several times
since then. In 1991, A&A Estates
bought Tranquille, intending to turn
the property into an Italian
"homeland" called Padova City. But
the project fell through a couple of
years later. It has been envisioned as
an exclusive resort and a small,
completely self-sufficient, sustainable
city.

With air now in the tires the idea was
to hook a chain up to the back of the
bus and Dave was to pull it out a little
bit on to a level spot so Jerry could
hook on to the front end and act as
anchor as it went down through the
gulley. Well thinks quickly changed
and the bus did not stop on the flat
area as planned. As the bus did not
stop either did Dave. Not sure how Tim managed to steer it standing up and no vision out the back however it
left the field made it through the gulley and was out on to the road. John Duerksen commented later that he was
certain that the bus was going to gain enough momentum and end in the back of Dave’s truck however it didn’t.
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During the time we were moving the bus
out of the field Tim’s relative who drives tow
truck for North River Towing out of Barriere
came home. With the bus out on the road it
was time to load on to the low bed so he gave
us a helping pull.
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Here we are parked on the side
of Hwy 5 at McClure as it was
now lunch time stopped at the
McClure Cafe for lunch.

Arriving at Tranquille did not go quite as planed as we could not locate the man with the key to the main gate
so the bus was pushed on the trailer on the road and John Foley pulled it up the hill through a different gate
around one of the buildings before it got over to where it was intended to go.

As the bus was now as close as we were going to get it to its new parking spot it was
time for John to roll up the tow ropes and call it a day.
Thanks to all those that helped with a special thanks to Brentwood Enterprises for
supplying the truck and Blaine for driving.  Editor
{ see next page regarding some history of the bus }
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{Reprinted from
The Daily News Kamloops June 2, 2000}

THE
LONG
ROAD
HOME
Bus that was a part of
city’s first fleet makes its
way from Montana to
Ord Road Bus Yards
Written by Marnie Douglas

Daily Staff Reporter.
One person’s junk, or in this case a
vintage vehicle, is indeed another
person’s treasure.
The 1928 Hayes-Anderson bus
parked in the Kamloops bus yard is a
unique part of Kamloops history
discovered by accident some years
ago in Montana.
Now, a group of transit employees
– old car buffs – are hoping to restore
the vehicle to its original condition.
They admit it could take years and
parts will be hard to come by but the
group is determined.
“The Bus is actually remarkably
complete. It will be a lot of work but
it can be restored, no problem,” said
Farwest Coach manager Brian Kelly.
Kelly discovered the bus about
seven years ago, while holidaying in
Montana. He and his wife were
camping and decided to head into
town to do laundry.
“There was a Harley-Davidson
dealership across the street and I
could see this old bus sitting in the
yard. I thought I’d just take a quick
look at it,” he said.

Ron Wilkinson stands in front of the 1928 Hayes-Anderson bus.
H immediately recognized a tiny
getting his first glimpse of the aged
Hayes plate on the front of the
vehicle.
radiator and knew the bus had
The bus equipped with a Diamond
originated in BC>
Special T engine, albeit rusted.
The dealer told me the bus had
Wooden slats still line the floor of
been purchased in Nelson. They had
the inside of the bus, although the
plans for the bus but never got
seats are long gone.
around to it so it was just sitting
Wilkinson started with his father’s
there.” he added.
company in the 1940s’, first as a
Kelly told the man that BC Transit
mechanic and then as a driver. He
was interested in restoring old buses.
worked his way up to regional
The dealer told him to take the bus
manager of Coachways System, an
away, free of charge, and the vehicle
Edmonton based company that
was transferred to Vancouver.
bought out Wilkinson Blackwell in
After moving to Kamloops five
1965.
years ago, Kelly said he was looking
At its peak, Wilkinson Blackwell
at old photographs of the city transit
shuttled people from Salmon Arm,
history. He immediately recognized
Vernon, Merritt, Ashcroft, and even
the vintage bus, namely because of
as far as Nakusp and Nelson to
its unique “boat-tail back end.” “I
Kamloops and Tranquille.
couldn’t believe it. That bus would
I’ve seen some buses in lot worse
have operated out of Kamloops.”
shape than this. I think it can be
Kelly said.
done, it just might take awhile,
The bus was finally transported to
“Wilkinson said.
Kamloops about two weeks ago, and
{Editors notes: - It sounds like
is parked at the back of the bus year
everyone thinks the same way toward
on Ord Road.
the bus when it comes to restoring it.}
Kelly contacted Kamloops resident
Ron Wilkinson son of the founder of
Wilkinson Blackwell Stages, the first
bus company in Kamloops. The
Hayes bus was just one in the fleet.
“I couldn’t believe that (Kelly)
could find something like this,
“Wilkinson said Thursday, after
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A man was telling his neighbor, 'I just bought a
new hearing aid. It cost me four thousand dollars,
but it is the state of the art.
It's perfect.''Really,' answered the neighbor!!
'What kind is it?'
'It is Twelve thirty.’

1966 Chrysler New Yorker
$9,500 4dr. 440 cu.in Tranny rebuilt, new exhaust, gold
brocade interior. Green metal fleck paint, Should be
seen to appreciate ………………….. John 25 578 7477

60 -66 Chevy C-10 for restoration, running preferred
………………..………. *David Borth 250 572 1594
1932 Ford Front Fender Brackets & Intake Manifold
………………………….………….. *Del 250 819 0291

1958 Ford 201 Ranch Wagon $12,000 410 CI/C6
rebuilt engine & transmission front end, brakes & most
chrome. Good bright work. …………………………….
………………..………. Terry Davidson 250 579 8510

Someone with woodworking experience to rebuild and
refinish the wooden dash on our Austin ambulance
project. This will require either bending a small piece of
hardwood to fit the contours of the dash panel or
laminating up small pieces of veneer to the required
shape. This could be done in your own shop.
Dick 250 573-5740

1927 Model T Ford Roadster Pick Up $18,000 o.b.o.
………………………. Leslie Van Dyke 250 579 5545

*******

1951 Chev $2,500 o.b.o.
6 cyl auto. All original .…. *Bryan Vye 250 372 0208

1964 ½ - 68 Mustang Door Glass L & R $20.00 Tinted
Back Window $50 ……..……. *Doug 250 377 3434
1953 Packard Cavalier $10,500 [Open to Offers Must
Sell] 4dr sedan 327 cu in flat head straight 8, Auto
Trans, New paint & Upholstery Good driver, More info
contact …..………….………... Ed Shaw 250 579 5475
*****

(4) 1962 Pontiac Dog Dish Hub Caps $50.00
…………………………………… *Steve 250 378 0620
********

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time: “If you want to be rich, just count the things money can’t buy”
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